
Distributed SystemsDistributed SystemsDistributed SystemsDistributed Systems
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SyllabusSyllabusyy

•• Theory of Distributed Algorithms + implementation of the Theory of Distributed Algorithms + implementation of the 
algorithms in distributed systemsalgorithms in distributed systemsalgorithms in distributed systemsalgorithms in distributed systems

•• Assignments Assignments –– with RPC / Java RMIwith RPC / Java RMI

•• GradingGrading
–– Theory 70% + Assignment 30%Theory 70% + Assignment 30%
–– Assignment deadlines will be strict Assignment deadlines will be strict 

•• PrePre--requisitesrequisites
–– Sound knowledge and handsSound knowledge and hands--on experience with operating on experience with operating 

systemssystems
–– Algorithms and Data StructuresAlgorithms and Data Structures
–– Elementary ComplexityElementary ComplexityElementary ComplexityElementary Complexity
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ScheduleSchedule

•• Four lectures per weekFour lectures per week
Monday (2 PMMonday (2 PM 3:30 PM)3:30 PM)–– Monday (2 PM Monday (2 PM –– 3:30 PM)3:30 PM)

–– Wednesday (10:20 AM Wednesday (10:20 AM –– 11:30 AM)11:30 AM)
–– Timely attendance is essentialTimely attendance is essential

•• If you drop in late it disturbs the whole class and the flow of teachingIf you drop in late it disturbs the whole class and the flow of teaching•• If you drop in late, it disturbs the whole class and the flow of teachingIf you drop in late, it disturbs the whole class and the flow of teaching
•• Please be considerate if you reach late, stay outside the class and meet me Please be considerate if you reach late, stay outside the class and meet me 

just after the classjust after the class

•• Classes to be held at ACMU 6Classes to be held at ACMU 6thth floor seminar roomfloor seminar room

•• Venue of lab sessions will have to be worked outVenue of lab sessions will have to be worked outVenue of lab sessions will have to be worked outVenue of lab sessions will have to be worked out
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BooksBooks

•• Advanced Concepts in Operating SystemsAdvanced Concepts in Operating Systems MukeshMukesh SinghalSinghal•• Advanced Concepts in Operating Systems Advanced Concepts in Operating Systems ––MukeshMukesh SinghalSinghal
and and NiranjanNiranjan G. G. ShivaratriShivaratri

–– McGraw Hill International Edition McGraw Hill International Edition 

•• Introduction to Distributed Algorithms Introduction to Distributed Algorithms 
–– Cambridge University Press Cambridge University Press 
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To the takers of this courseTo the takers of this course
•• This course will assume the followingThis course will assume the following

–– You like programmingYou like programmingYou like programmingYou like programming
–– You like systemsYou like systems
–– You have some understanding of system programmingYou have some understanding of system programming
–– You are proud to be a computer scientist and deserve to know the bestYou are proud to be a computer scientist and deserve to know the best

You are prepared to face challenges in computer science and systemsYou are prepared to face challenges in computer science and systems–– You are prepared to face challenges in computer science and systemsYou are prepared to face challenges in computer science and systems

•• General RemarksGeneral Remarks
–– This is an advanced courseThis is an advanced course
–– This course will assume you are 2This course will assume you are 2ndnd year year M.TechM.Tech (CS) students in an institute of (CS) students in an institute of 

national importance and hence, equipped with the desired programming expertisenational importance and hence, equipped with the desired programming expertise
–– This course will not be easy going if you do not work hardThis course will not be easy going if you do not work hard
–– Will involve a lot of handsWill involve a lot of hands--on on 
–– Will be scoring if you work hard Will be scoring if you work hard ––

•• the converse is also truethe converse is also true

–– Assignments will be given and evaluated individually on a regular basisAssignments will be given and evaluated individually on a regular basis
•• Software plagiarism can be caught using MOSS (Measure of Software Similarity) Software plagiarism can be caught using MOSS (Measure of Software Similarity) 

[http://theory stanford edu/~aiken/moss/][http://theory stanford edu/~aiken/moss/][http://theory.stanford.edu/ aiken/moss/][http://theory.stanford.edu/ aiken/moss/]
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